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This study constitutes our next step toward a full investi-
gation of how intrinsic membrane and synaptic para-
meters affect the electrical activity of a half-center
oscillator (HCO) model and how different parameter
regimes influence stability and modulatability of the HCO
model’s output. In our previous study [3], we constructed
an efficient relational database table with the resulting
characteristics of Hill et al.’s [2] HCO single-compartment
conductance-based model. This model consists of two
reciprocally inhibitory neurons and replicates the electrical
activity of the oscillator interneurons of the leech heart-
beat CPG under a variety of experimental conditions.
We systematically [4] explored the parameter space of

this HCO model by varying a set of eight selected para-
meters (maximal conductances of intrinsic and synaptic
currents) in all combinations possible, resulting in
10,485,760 simulated model instances (10,321,920 HCO
instances and 163,840 corresponding isolated neuron
instances). We classified within a group the simulated
instances showing similar electrical activity. The HCOs
were split into ten groups labeled: spiking, silent, asym-
metric activity, plateau, irregular spikes, asymmetric
bursting, one burst, irregular period, unbalanced, and
functional (1,202,139 instances); the isolated neuron
instances were split into seven groups: spiking, silent, bis-
table, plateau, irregular spikes, irregular period, and
regular bursting [3].
By querying the database we started analyzing the rela-

tionships between the neuronal parameters of the model
instances within the same group and across groups. Model
instances whose neurons are synaptically isolated are
called isolated neuron instances. We found that regularly
bursting (isolated) neuron instances compose only a small
minority of functional HCOs (424 instances); the vast
majority was composed of spiking neurons (32,568

instances). Also, our data suggest that regular bursting
isolated neurons form functional HCOs that are more
robust to variations in synaptic parameters than those
formed by spiking isolated neurons. Approximately 8.2%
(99,066 instances) of the functional HCOs have bursting
characteristics that are similar to those of the living animal
[1].
We used dimensional stacking (the NDVis tool) to

visualize the distribution of each group of model
instances versus the neuronal parameters. While each
group has its own distribution within the parameter
space, the groups of bistable and regular bursting iso-
lated neuron instances separate large zones of spiking
and silent model instances.
To explore in depth the interaction of parameters that

lead to the different activity groups we have identified, we
used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method.
When we applied the PCA to the group of regular burst-
ing isolated neuron instances, we found that only 4 (out of
6) components are important for this group (sum of var-
iances > 95%) and that the 1st component has the greatest
impact (variance > 60%). This component is mostly influ-
enced by the maximal conductances of NaP, K2 and Leak,
and the ELeak (linear combination of the parameters).
Then, we applied PCA to our group of functional HCOs
showing realistic leech bursting characteristics and we
found that the first 6 (out of 8) are the most important
principal components for this group (sum of variances >
96%). However, unlike in the regular bursting group, none
of these principal components is dominant. This suggests
that this group has complex non-linear relationships
between its parameters and to explore them we need to
use more sophisticate computational methods that the
(linear) PCA.
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